Structural changes occurring during transformation of the labial gland cells to their adult form, in Manduca sexta.
The labial gland of the adult sphingid moth, Manduca sexta, is composed of five distinct regions, each made of a single cellular type. Four of these regions are derivatives of the single specialized cellular population that makes up the caterpillar labial duct. Both the larval labial duct and its derivatives are large, polyploid cells with pleiomorphic nuclei. There is a definite cellular continuity between the larval and adult forms of these cells throughout metamorphosis; no mitoses or cell deaths are seen to occur in the gland during transformation. Cytological studies indicate that in the process of cell transformation the ducts first "dedifferentiate," elongate, then redifferentiate. Intermediates in this process have well defined structures which should make this system useful in studying covert events in the transformation process.